ENGINEERED FOR PERFORMANCE

The revolutionary, 3rd Generation MowerMax Boom Mower is designed and
purpose built from the ground up to have the best Stability, Visibility, Maneuverability and Versatility of any boom mower on the market. The MowerMax is
a heavy-duty boom mower that is also very safe, easy to operate and maintain.

OPTIMUM STABILITY

The MowerMax is designed to have a low center of
gravity. The counterweights are mounted directly opposite
the boom for maximum benefit and it’s easy to add
additional counterweights. These features combined with
the rear axle stabilizer system, make the MowerMax an
extraordinarily stable machine.

INCOMPARABLE VISIBILITY
The MowerMax cab forward design greatly enhances the operator’s visibility
making for a much more productive and safer cutting experience. Plus the right
side of the cab has an unobstructed view.

EXTREMELY SIMPLE & COMFORTABLE
The MowerMax is extremely simple to operate and very
comfortable for the operator! The MowerMax is easy to
get into and out of with non slip coated steps integrated
into the main counter-weight. The cab has a plush,
Grammer air-ride suspension seat with tilt and lumbar,
a tilt & telescoping steering wheel with steering knob,
6.2in color AM/FM/CD stereo with Bluetooth & optional
Backup Camera, and a 7in Control Display.

OUTSTANDING MANEUVERABILITY
The MowerMax has hydrostatic, 2 speed transmission
which is operated by two foot pedals and comes
with permanent 4 wheel drive with 45% limited
slip front axle and 100% operator controlled rear
differential lock. The MowerMax Boom also has
4 wheel steering with 3 different steering modes:
1) 4 Wheel Steer 2) Front Wheel Steer or 3) Crab
Steer. These three steering modes allows the
MowerMax to be extremely maneuverable and
productive. Lastly all of MowerMax booms come
with 180 degree rotation with a helical actuator for
maximum operating flexibility.
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SERIOUS VERSATILITY
The MowerMax Boom is extremely versatile with 4 different boom head
attachments as well as the optional front lift arms with universal quick attach
mounts that allows you to use over 30 common skid steer attachments.

50in HD Flail

60in Rotary Deck

84in Broom
90in Quad Saw

50in Fecon Mulcher

Universal Quick Attach

96in Front Rotary Deck

EXCEPTIONALLY SAFE

ATMAX Equipment knows that boom mowing often happens on busy roads
under rough conditions, so safety of the operator and the machine are of
utmost importance! 1/2in Lexan Glass on boom side. ROPS & FOPS - Most
tractors and other purpose built boom mowers only have ROPS even though
all trim trees with them! Bright Yellow Powder Coated Paint with 2 front LED
daytime running lights, 2 reflective SMV diamonds, 2 - SAE Class 1 strobes,
1 - 35in LED directional control bar, 12 amber/white mini LED flashers, and
over 30ft of reflective decals and DOT tape.

Call to schedule a demonstration:
DAVID: 813-781-0100
(FL, TX, LA, VA, WV, MO)

NEAL: 423-595-4897
(AL, AR, GA, TN, SC, NC)

PATRICK: 614-306-6887
(OH, IN, KY, IL, MI, PA)

